Automatic Rollover IRAs:
From Legislative Footnote to
Fiduciary Best Practice
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Since being introduced in 2001, Automatic Rollover IRAs have gone
from legislative footnote to best practice for plan sponsors and
providers. Based on recent developments, they are poised to remain a
central part of plan administration for the next 10 years and beyond.
The material in this whitepaper is presented for informational purposes only. The information presented is not investment, legal, tax or compliance advice.
Millennium Trust Company performs the duties of a directed custodian, and as such does not provide due diligence to third parties on prospective
investments, platforms, sponsors or service providers and does not sell investments or provide investment, legal, or tax advice.
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Introduction
Sometimes, retirement security seems as precarious as an
aerialist’s high-wire walk between skyscrapers. Unexpected
gusts, in the form of financial and economic crises,
unemployment, market volatility, and regulatory, tax, and
reporting changes, assail the delicate balance of workplace
retirement plans. Sometimes those gusts blow so strongly that
retirement security appears ready to topple.
In 1983, the National Retirement Risk Index (NRRI) reported
that just about one-third of American households “will not have
enough retirement income to maintain their pre-retirement
standard of living, even if they work to age 65 and annuitize
all their financial assets, including the receipts from a reverse
mortgage on their homes.”1

2005 and 2015, 25 million participants in workplace
retirement plans left a qualified plan account behind with a
former employer, and millions more left more than one
account behind.2
The glut of abandoned retirement accounts created some
significant issues for plan sponsors, ranging from increasing
participant counts to increasing plan costs to possible
fiduciary liability. Consequently, many plan sponsors have
added provisions defining cash-out and rollover rules to their
plans. Typically, automatic rollover IRAs help:
• Remove small balance accounts from qualified
retirement plans,
• Preserve the tax advantages of qualified plan accounts,
• Reunite plan participants with lost and/or forgotten
plan assets,

RETIREMENT RISK REMAINS A NATIONAL ISSUE

• Streamline plan administration and reduce plan costs,

The National Retirement Risk Index,1983-2016

• Simplify participant disclosures,
• Eliminate audit expenses for smaller plans,
• Limit fiduciary liability, and
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Automatic rollover IRAs help plan sponsors and providers
manage risk more effectively, which is particularly important
today as the Department of Labor (DOL) and Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) closely audit defined benefit and defined
contribution plan distributions to missing and unresponsive
participants. The management of missing plan accounts has
never before been scrutinized so closely.
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• Facilitate the wind-up of terminated or abandoned plans.

Source: Center for Retirement Research, Boston College

By 2010, the proportion of at-risk households had risen to
53%. Since then, retirement security has strengthened
modestly, largely owing to economic recovery, strong market
performance, and innovative plan features. Automatic
enrollment and automatic escalation have become plan
design best practices, as have automatic rollover IRAs
(a.k.a. Safe Harbor IRAs), which help plan sponsors address
an unanticipated side effect of automatic enrollment – a surfeit
of abandoned plan accounts.
When participants change employers, they don’t always take
their savings with them.
In recent years, the number of accounts left behind by plan
participants has increased significantly. The Government
Accountability Office (GAO) estimated that between

A Brief History of
Automatic Rollover IRAs
In 2001, the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation
Act (EGTRRA) refined the rules for plans with cash-out
provisions. In active plans, participant accounts with balances
between $1,000 and $5,000 could be automatically
transferred into a Safe Harbor IRA, unless the participant
selected a different distribution option.
In addition, the rules for terminated and abandoned defined
contribution plans allow plan sponsors to roll over assets into
Safe Harbor IRAs, regardless of account balance. This makes it
possible for fiduciaries to close plans, and for participants in
terminating plans to access their savings.
After EGTRRA, it took a few years for the DOL to clarify the rules
and establish a fiduciary safe harbor for terminating plans. In
Field Assistance Bulletin 2004-02, the DOL addressed two
critical issues:
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“What does a plan fiduciary need to do in order to
fulfill its fiduciary obligations under ERISA with
respect to: (1) locating a missing participant of a
terminated defined contribution plan; and (2)
distributing an account balance when efforts to
communicate with a missing participant fail to
secure a distribution election?”3
Since then, DOL guidance has offered insight to the processes
for properly managing missing and non-responsive small
balance participants, including a discussion of three potential
distribution options:

Automatic rollover IRAs were
established as the DOL’s
preferred choice because the
solution is “more likely to
preserve assets for retirement
purposes than any of the other
identified options.”3

• Automatic rollovers to Safe Harbor IRAs,
• Escheatment to state unclaimed property funds, and
• Interest-bearing FDIC bank accounts.
Automatic rollover IRAs were established as the DOL’s
preferred choice because the solution is “more likely to
preserve assets for retirement purposes than any of the other
identified options.”4 Escheating assets or moving balances to
bank accounts were less palatable because they could trigger
income tax withholding and premature withdrawal penalties.
Both negatively affect retirement readiness.
The DOL specifically rejected another approach. Some plan
fiduciaries had chosen to treat 100% of the assets in
orphaned accounts as income tax withholding on benefits.
This effectively transferred all assets to the IRS. The DOL
wrote,“…this option would not be in the interest of
participants and beneficiaries and, therefore, would violate
ERISA’s fiduciary requirements.”5
When choosing an IRA provider, plan fiduciaries must
exercise caution. According to FAB 2014-01, “the choice of
an individual retirement plan requires the exercise of fiduciary
judgment with respect to the choice of an individual retirement
plan trustee, custodian or issuer to receive the distribution, as
well as the choice of an initial investment in the individual
retirement plan.” In general, safe harbor statutes require the:
• Plan fiduciary to enter into a written automatic rollover
agreement with an IRA provider that clearly defines the
initial investment, services to be provided, and all related
fees and expenses.
• Initial investment product to be provided by a state or
federally regulated financial institution, such as a bank,
trust company, credit union, insurance company, or
’40 Act investment company.
• Initial investment product to be designed to minimize risk,
preserve principal, provide a reasonable rate of return,
and offer liquidity.

• Plan sponsor to provide information about the automatic
rollover process, and the investment products offered, to all
participants in either a Summary Plan Description (SPD) or
Summary of Material Modification (SMM).
When these requirements are met and accounts are moved to
rollover IRAs, the IRA accountholders are no longer plan
participants. Plan sponsors are not required to monitor IRA
providers, nor are they responsible for providers’ compliance
with the terms of the signed agreement. The terms of the IRA
agreement are enforceable by the participant on whose
behalf the rollover is made.

Necessity Drives Adoption of
Automatic Rollovers
For decades, plan sponsors, plan service providers, and
advisors offered education and guidance. Employees and
participants often failed to act on the information provided.
As a result, when experts in behavioral finance theorized that
employee inertia could be used to improve retirement
outcomes, the industry was receptive to the idea.
In early 2018, an industry-wide survey asked what
development has improved retirement outcomes the most. The
top answer was the adoption of automatic enrollment by
defined contribution plans.6
The numbers support the answer. In 2018, Vanguard reported
the average participation rate in voluntary enrollment plans
participating on its platform was 47%, while the average
participation rate in plans with auto enrollment was 93%.7
Auto enrollment has accelerated participation in workplace
plans, and may help improve contribution levels as more
plans adopt automatic escalation of contribution rates.

• Fees and expenses not to exceed those charged by the
selected IRA provider for other comparable IRAs.
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THE POWER OF AUTOMATIC ENROLLMENT
Automatic enrollment plans

As of June 30, 2017
Voluntary
enrollment plans

With an annual
increase

With no annual
increase

All

196

211

66

277

473

Number of eligible employees
hired between January 1, 2014,
and December 31, 2016

274,962

253,116

62,366

315,482

590,444

Number of eligible employees
hired between January 1, 2014,
and December 31, 2016, and active
as of June 30, 2017

160,888

148,060

38,404

186,464

347,352

47%

93%

91%

93%

72%

$7,735

$6,655

$7,674

$6,875

$7,108

Number of plans

Participation rate

Total

Participant demographic characteristics
Median participant account balance

Source: Vanguard, 2018

It’s the reason automatic enrollment and automatic deferral
increases are considered to be best practices by many plan
sponsors and plan service providers. By automatically
enrolling new employees, or re-enrolling all employees,
plan sponsors can use employee inertia to raise participation
rates. And for many plan participants, that may improve
retirement security.
The practice also can help improve retention since higher
participation rates often make it possible for highly
compensated employees to contribute more to their workplace
retirement plan accounts.
The downside of automatic enrollment, as discussed earlier,
has been a significant increase in the number of accounts left
behind when plan participants change jobs. Although
departing employees usually are asked how they would like
to manage the savings in their workplace plan accounts,
a significant number fail to make a decision. Solving one
problem related to participant inertia unintentionally
created another.
As the number of accounts left behind rose, plan sponsors
had three options for accounts established under their plans.
They could:
• Leave small accounts in the plan,
• Cash out accounts with balances below $1,000 and allow
larger accounts to remain in the plan, or
• Cash out accounts with balances below $1,000 and
automatically rollover accounts of $1,000 to $5,000 into
Safe Harbor IRAs.

Early on, it wasn’t easy for companies and plan sponsors to
find a safe harbor IRA provider. Most IRA providers didn’t
have much interest in taking on large numbers of smaller
accounts, which often are less profitable and just as labor
intensive as larger accounts.
Some plan service providers, like Fidelity, Vanguard, T. Rowe
Price, etc., seeking expedient solutions prevailed upon their
retail IRA divisions to make automatic rollovers available to
plan sponsors, even though servicing small balance IRAs was
not a core function of these divisions
In addition, a number of boutique firms emerged and began
offering automatic rollover solutions specifically designed to
service small balance IRA accounts. The services provided
by these firms included search processes designed to
reunite missing and unresponsive participants with their
retirement savings.
By 2005, six boutique companies were active in the Safe
Harbor IRA space. Four, including Millennium Trust Company,
began offering rollover IRA solutions for plan sponsors and
participants. Two developed platforms through which plan
sponsors, consultants, and advisors could identify and access
Safe Harbor IRA providers. These Safe Harbor IRA providers
often participated on platforms, in addition to working directly
with plan sponsors, plan service providers, advisors, and
consultants. Although the small account problem was becoming
more pronounced, Safe Harbor IRAs didn’t really catch on until
after 2007, when the financial crisis and subsequent recession
shifted the earth under the global economy.
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Companies in the United States responded to the downturn by
dramatically reducing overhead. Cost reductions included
layoffs. In the United States, the national unemployment rate
rose from 5-percent in December 2007 to 10% by October
2009.8 Construction and manufacturing industries
experienced the biggest declines in employment since World
War II. Overall, U.S. unemployment had reached 13.7%
by 2012.9
In many cases, labor force reductions included employees who
were participants in their employers’ qualified retirement plans,
as well as members of companies’ human resources and
corporate benefits divisions who were responsible for operating
those plans. As a result, plan sponsors had fewer people on
staff to handle plan administration, address the needs of
departing employees, search for missing participants, and
properly manage missing participant accounts.
The number and value of accounts left behind was significant.
From 2004 to 2013, participants left more than 16 million
defined contribution and defined benefit accounts valued at
$5,000 or less in their workplace retirement plans. The
aggregate value of these accounts was estimated at
$8.5 billion.10

UNEMPLOYMENT CREATES CHALLENGES
FOR PLANS
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By 2012, about one-half of plan sponsors had added
automatic rollover provisions to their plan documents and
regularly moved small accounts to automatic rollover IRAs. An
additional 42% were sending checks — a process that
generally entails withholding taxes and early withdrawal
penalties — to participants with balances of $1,000 or less,
and allowing accounts with more than $1,000 in assets to
remain in their plans. Just 7% of plan sponsors kept all
accounts of all sizes.11

Safe Harbor IRAs Are Helping Improve
Retirement Security
The importance of defined contribution plan savings to
Americans’ retirement security increased as the prevalence of
defined benefit plans decreased. In 2014, The Bipartisan
Policy Center established the Commission on Retirement
Security and Personal Savings to review the U.S. retirement
system and offer public policy recommendations to improve
the financial security of Americans in retirement.
In January 2018, the commission identified challenges to
retirement security, along with recommendations. These
included improving access to workplace retirement plans and
reducing leakage from retirement plan accounts.

Unemployment rate and long-term unemployment rate8
January 1948 - December 2011, seasonally adjusted

10

liability, and avoid heightened disclosure requirements by
removing terminated employees from plan ledgers, thereby
reducing administrative burdens and shifting responsibility to
IRA providers.
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Workplace retirement plans have proven to be extremely
effective at encouraging saving through payroll deductions;
however, a lack of standardization has made the process of
transferring assets from one plan to another far less effective.
This shortcoming contributes to plan leakage. In addition,
participants have reported that challenges associated with
transferring assets have been instrumental in decisions to leave
their accounts behind.
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Safe Harbor IRA Providers Have Been
Responsive To Government Suggestions
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The GAO took a closer look at what happens to the savings
of participants whose assets are rolled into Safe Harbor IRAs
in 2014. It also assessed the ability of 401(k) plan
participants to keep track of their retirement savings and how
other countries have addressed similar challenges.

Automatic rollovers have proven to be an effective solution.
They’ve helped plan sponsors lower costs, limit fiduciary
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AS DC PLANS BECOME MORE POPULAR, IMPROVING FINANCIAL SECURITY IS CRITICAL
Traditional DB Pensions vs. Account-Based Plans, 1998 - 2015

Source: Willis Towers Watson12

It concluded,
“To prevent [automatic rollover] IRA balances from
decreasing due to the low returns of the investment
options currently permitted under the Department of
Labor’s safe harbor regulation, we recommend that
the Secretary of Labor expand the investment
alternatives available. For example, the [automatic
rollover] IRA safe harbor regulations could be revised
to include investment options currently under the
qualified default investment alternatives regulation
applicable to automatic enrollment, and permit
[automatic rollover] IRA providers to change the
investments for IRAs already established.
To ensure that individuals have access to
consolidated online information about their multiple
401(k) plan accounts, we recommend that the
Secretary of Labor convene a taskforce to consider
establishing a national pension registry.”13
Some Safe Harbor IRA providers began offering stable value
investment options within automatic rollover IRAs to address
the first suggestion. The development of a pension registry to
facilitate management of retirement plan savings is part of an
ongoing, industry-wide discussion.

What’s Ahead: Industry Trends That
May Affect Safe Harbor IRAs
From the proposed reform of Form 5500 to DOL audits of
search processes, a variety of regulatory and industry trends
are driving demand for automatic rollover IRAs.

The Modernization of Form 5500
Government concerns about plan practices may have been a
factor in proposals to modernize Form 5500. While the
precise nature of the changes and the timing of
implementation have not yet been finalized, proposals
suggest the revised Form 5500 will require plan sponsors to
provide more detailed information.
It’s possible that more complete data will help plan sponsors,
fiduciaries, and participants by improving benchmarking,
providing greater clarity around fees, and offering other
actionable data. There is also a chance newly improved Form
5500s will improve agencies’ ability to identify anomalies
and compliance issues. Some areas of particular interest
appear to be:
• The management of missing and non-responsive
participants’ accounts
• The processes plan sponsors have put into place to find
missing participants
• The implementation of search processes
• The processes put in place to manage uncashed checks
• The implementation of uncashed check processes.
The pending reform of Form 5500 may have affected
adoption and revision of automatic rollover provisions, which
can help resolve some of these issues. Plan sponsors that have
not yet adopted Safe Harbor IRA provisions have been
reconsidering the option, which defines an approved process
for managing small accounts and removing them from plans.
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In addition, existing provisions can be modified so all small
balance accounts are rolled into Safe Harbor IRAs. Instead of
sending distribution checks to participants with balances of
$1,000 or less, the assets would be transferred to Safe
Harbor IRAs. Of course, plan sponsors should audit their
plans to be certain the search and rollover process has been
documented and is being executed appropriately.
IRS and DOL Search, Distributions, and Uncashed Checks
Audits
The DOL has begun auditing the management of accounts
belonging to missing and unresponsive participants. Primarily,
the agency’s focus has been on the search process.
The audits have been frustrating for plan sponsors and,
possibly, auditors. It’s difficult for plan sponsors to implement a
compliant search process when no unified, formal set of
guidelines has been issued for active plans. That may also
explain why the American Benefits Council sent a letter to the
DOL protesting inconsistent and aggressive positions taken by
auditors with regard to the accounts of missing and
unresponsive participants.14
Regardless, these accounts continue to be a focus of DOL
audits. As a result, it seems prudent for plan sponsors to have
well documented and consistently executed processes for
locating missing participants and managing accounts that
have been left behind by former employees.
The DOL and IRS also have been auditing compliance with
required minimum distribution (RMD) rules. The IRS issued a
field memo in October 2017 indicating that plan sponsors
could avoid an RMD challenge by following specific steps.15

MODERNIZATION OF THE SAFE HARBOR IRA
The existing $5,000 automatic rollover cash-out limit was last
increased in 1997, and in the past 20 years has been
overtaken by inflation. In October 2017, Congressmen Tim
Walberg (R-MI) and Gregorio Sablan (D-Northern Mariana
Islands) introduced a bi-partisan bill that would update the limit
for inflation.16 The Retirement Plan Modernization Act would
increase the automatic cash-out limit to $7,600, a $2,600
increase from the current threshold of $5,000, and index it
going forward.
The Retirement Plan Modernization Act has received bi-partisan
support in the U.S. House of Representatives – Congressmen
Peter Roskam (R-IL) and Donald Norcross (D-NJ) joined as
co-sponsors of the Act subsequent to its introduction – and the
bill has received industry support from the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce and American Benefits Council, among others.
The House Committee on Education and the Workforce
Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor, and Pensions
heard testimony advocating in favor of the bill in May 2018.

$5,000 $7,600
Current Automatic
Rollover Limit

Proposed Automatic
Rollover Eligibility

Again, plan sponsors are considering the ways in which Safe
Harbor IRA provisions can help reduce the administrative
burdens, and audit risks, associated with search processes
and uncashed checks.
Recordkeepers Outsourcing to Specialist
Safe Harbor IRA Providers
Just as litigation and fee compression caused some plan
service providers to outsource non-core recordkeeping
functions, increasing government scrutiny of search processes
may be a driver behind plan service providers outsourcing
automatic rollovers to firms that specialize in small balance
accounts and have well-defined missing participant
search processes.
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Millennium Trust asked a few of its plan service provider
clients why they decided to outsource automatic rollovers. A
top priority was giving plan participants access to automatic
rollovers IRAs with reasonable fees and default investments
offering relatively high rates of return. In addition, they
indicated outsourcing strengthened their businesses by
allowing them to focus on core services. Small balance IRAs
were not a core competency for many plan service providers.
Increasing regulatory pressure also contributed. After
evaluating the outreach and search processes required,
some recordkeepers decided to outsource to firms with
well-established processes and high search success rates.

In Summary
Automatic rollovers started as a little-noticed component of
EGTRRA in 2001 and have since become a fiduciary best
practice that spawned its own industry. With an assist from
automatic enrollment, they continue to impact retirement
policy, improve outcomes for participants, and save plan
sponsors time and money. That far reaching effect should
continue, with automatic rollovers positioned to be a key
component in the continuing crusade against missing
participants, asset leakage, and plan sponsor liability.
Millennium Trust has been a leader in providing automatic
rollover solutions since the Safe Harbor legislation took effect,
and we have been a constant in the evolving retirement
industry landscape over the past 19 years. We work as an
ally who goes above and beyond to provide solutions to
ever-changing retirement plan needs.

ABOUT MILLENNIUM TRUST
Millennium Trust is committed to ensuring that retirement
readiness is attainable and affordable at all levels of the
retirement industry. From our institutional allies to the
participants they serve, we are passionate about
encouraging, protecting, and growing retirement savings.
We are a leading provider of automatic rollover IRAs, and
we offer a suite of services to help retirement plans and the
participants they serve.

Who We Are

2005

year we began offering
our automatic rollover IRAs

What We Do
Automatic Rollover IRAs
Workplace Savings IRAs
Direct Rollovers
Uncashed Checks
Search Services

Who We Work With

1,500 TPAs consultants

financial 100,000+
advisors
attorneys

plan sponsors
recordkeepers
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